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Chamberlain "I get mad when they wouldn't measure him long enough. There isn't a talent show in the world, neither Calamity nor Niel had the least chance for first."

The weight throwers certainly made the Westmen win their open title. Tech only had men entered. Boy and Chamberlain against six of their opponents.

Allen, the pole vaulter, made a much better show when he passed 20 ft. 9 in. and failed at 21 ft.; but it turned out all right. since Greenleaf beat out the nearest Westmen man.

H. Greenleaf 1912, Tech's star point gunner, is certainly coming right up to the front in the broad jump.

Capt. Alton missed third place in the discus by three inches. He did not enter the hurdles, but took second in the broad jump. K. H. Leavens 1903 and J. R. Hunter 1906, both old cross-country, represented Tech among the official. Several times they forget that they were officials and lent out a whoop of victory for Tech.

Mr. Watkins, father of H. T., the wonder of the Techs, won on chest with the trip with the fellows. He's the one royal master of Tech's track team.

When Tech closed up the distance run, the fellows began to smile. But when we took two fine in the weight events and Greenleaf got third in the broad, the enthusiasm couldn't be dampened.

FOWNES GLOVES

are not cheap, but they're not expensive.

SYMPHONY HALL

TONIGHT 8 TO 11

55--ORCHESTRA--55

Gustave Strube, Conductor.

Light Refreshments